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TRUDE

DOTHAN

In thispaper we shall deal with the typeof potteryvessels generally known
as

of such bowls are interior handles grooved
spinning-bowls. Characteristic
on the undersides.
in
of this type have been found in excavations
Bowls

Palestine and Egypt.We

shall study their distribution,classify the several

and clarify their exact uses. For
comparative material,
we
shall draw upon the
ascertaining their function,
tomb-paintings

in

valuable

sub-types,

and models

found inEgypt.

spinning-bowls

in

found

palestine

Spinning-bowlshave been found in several Late Bronze Age
The

Palestine.

oldest

example

whose

context

is definite1 comes

II levels in
from the ex

cavationsatTell el-'Ajjul2 (see Fig. 1:1),from a stratumdated to thefourteenth

and thirteenth centuries b.c.3 At Beth-Shean many

came to
light4

spinning-bowls

(see below, p. 99), the oldest (Fig. 1:2)5 being from level IX (dated to the
firsthalf of the fourteenthcenturyb.c.).6 In levelVIII7 too (end of the four
* Published inHebrew inEl 6
(i960), pp. 38-46.
1

his

During

stoppers',

excavations

dating

at Gezer, Macalister
found spinning-bowls,
R. A. S. Macalister:
Semitic period?cf.

which

to the Early

he

The

described

Excavation

as

'jar

of Gezer,

to the 'Middle Semitic' period?ibid.,
II, pp. 145-146;
III, PI. cxlvi:18;
II, p. 169,
our
to
also
the
'Late
and
Semitic'
II, p. 146.
Fig.
period?ibid.,
(see
Fig. 1:6);
2
W. M.
F. Petrie: Ancient Gaza,
1932, Pl. xxvii, 15w3; MG1055.
II, London,
3
of 'Palace'
MG
1055 is from the building-complex
IV, which Petrie dated to the 15th dynasty.
B. c. See American
centuries
it
to
the
fourteenth-thirteenth
attributes
Journal of Semitic
Albright
London,

1912,

329

55 (1938),
pp. 358-359.
Languages
*
I had the opportunity
of seeing the pottery
to
examine
the field-catalogue
and
Philadelphia,

from Beth-Shean
of

at

the excavations.

the Pennsylvania
Museum
in
I should
like to thank Prof.

for his help in this matter, and Prof. G. M. F. Fitzgerald
for the first time.
from Beth-Shean
lish here the spinning-bowls
5
28. 9. 63.
This bowl has not previously been published.
Cat. No.

for allowing

J. B. Pritchard

c

me

to pub

For the chronologyof Beth-Shean,see B. Mazar: BIES 16 (1951), pp. 16-17, 19 (Hebrew). In the
recent publications

light of
Lachish

IV, London,

too low, and we must
3],

-15).

1958),

(Y.Yadin
it would

et. al.: Razor,

seem

I-II,

that the dates

Jerusalem,
given

return, in general, to the higher chronology
T
The Four Canaanite
G. M.
F. Fitzgerald:

The Pottery,Philadelphia, 1930,pp. 5, 20 and Pl. XLI:29.

1958-1960;

for levels VIII-IX
of Albright
Temples

(op.

of Beth

Olga
are

Tufnell:
somewhat

cit. [above,

n.

Part

II:

Shan,
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a
was
of the thirteenth century
teenth?beginning
spinning-bowl fragment
b.c.)8
found. In the excavations at Tell Jerishe9 a large number of such bowls was dis

covered (see below, p. 100), one ofwhich isdatable to theLate BronzeAge II10
(see Fig. 1:8). This bowl isquite similarin appearance to theordinarybowls of
Most of the spinning-bowlsfromPalestine belong to theEarly
the sameperiod.11
Iron Age;

themost

one have

two joined,

extensive group

is from the excavations

at Beth-Shean,

from

levelVI,12 dated to the timeofRamses III.13This group includeseight spinning
bowls (see Fig. 1:3, 4, 12),14 all well-firedwith flat or disk bases. All except
interior handles,

on their undersides.

grooved

One

with

twoparallel pairs of joinedhandles isunique15
(Fig. 1:12 and Pl. 14B) ; in each
a
cf the four handles there is
single deep groove and several shallower
ones. At Megiddo,16 in level VILA
(c. 1175/63-1120 b.c.),17 the lower
was found
part of a spinning-bowl
(Fig. 1:9). From Tell Qasile18 come ten
spinning-bowls;two (Fig. 2:1, 2) were found in levelsXII and XI, dated to
thePhilistine period (1175-1050 b.c.);19 three are from levelX (1050-985
b.c.)20 (Fig. 2:3), and two others from levelVII (eighth century,to 733/2
b.c.)21
(Fig.
Tell Qasile

2:4).

more were

Three

spinning-bowls

found

in unstratified

contexts.22 All

are of the same
type, and no development

or

the

change

of form is apparent.They all have ring-basesand two joined handles. The
8
b

See
The

above,

. 6.

late Prof. E. L.

Sukenik

gave me

permission

to publish

the bowls,

referred

to here

from the

field-catalogue>
10
This bowl was

of the vessels found together with
No.
found in the 1936 season?Cat.
182. Most
from the same location is recorded
this are typical of the Late Bronze Age II. Another
spinning-bowl
is given.
ir the catalogue, but no drawing
11
at Megiddo?G.
Loud: Megiddo,
Cf., for instance, bowls typical of levels VIIB-VIII
II, Chicago,

13.
1948, PI. 61:12,
u
See above, n. 4#
14
From level VI,
only one

"

.
See Mazar,
op. cit. (above,
6), pp. 17, 19.
op. cit. (above, n. 7), p. 26 and PI.
Fitzgerald,
published;
No.
are?Cat.
30.10.3
bowls from VI
27.109
The unpublished
XLIV:11.
(see Fig. 1:4), Cat. No.
and
Nos.
and
31.10.453.
Cat.
28.9.159,
27.10.474,
29.10.901,
(see Fig. 1:3),
15
in Jerusalem
Museum
No.
Now
in the Palestine Archaeological
(Rockefeller)
(Jordan); Museum
"
. 11), PL 70:3.
32. 34?unpublished.
PAM
Loud, op. cit. (above,
17
see ibid., p. 16.
For the chronology of level VIIA,
18
from Tell Qasile.
The
for allowing me to use the material
I have to thank Prof. B. Mazar
spin
at Tell
See B. Mazar:
The Excavations
from this site have not, as yet, been published.
ning-bowls
bowl

was

Qasile, PreliminaryReport, IE] 1 (1950-51), pp. 128, 135.
*

680
6269 II Q; Fig. 2:2?level
Cat. No.
XI, Cat. No.
XII,
Fig. 2:1?level
20
No.
5643 III Q.
Cat. Nos.
1931II Q and 7442 III Q;
Fig. 2:3?Cat.
21
Nos.
603 II Q and 3050 III Q.
Fig. 2:4?Cat.
22
three bowls, from uncertain contexts, are 26 Q, 435 Q, and 5876 II Q.
The

from excavations
Fig. 1. Spinning-bowls
1. Tell el-'Ajjul;
2, 3, 4, 12: Beth-Shean;

II Q.

in Palestine.
5, 8, 10, 11: Tell

Jerishe;

6: Gezer;

7: Tell

Jemmeh;
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on

the undersides
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of the handles

are often
quite

deep,

and, on one

bowl (Fig. 2:1), theyseem to have beenmade before firing.These bowls are
heavier than theordinarybowls found in the same levels at this site,and their

0

Fig.

2. Spinning-bowls

5

from Tell

Qasile.

firingis superior.At Tell Jerishe (Fig. 1:5) a complete spinning-bowlcame to
bowls
light in a contextparallel to levelX at Tell Qasile.23 Two fragmentary
(Fig.
ples

are
exam
unique, with single interior handles-24 No comparable
11)
from Palestine are known. A spinning-bowl found at Beth Shemesh, from
1:10,

level IIA (c. 1000-950 B.c.), belongs to theEarly IronAge.25
A spinning-bowlof a typedifferingfrom thatordinarilyfound inPalestine
came to lightduring the excavations at Tell Jemmeh26
(Fig. 1:7, PI. 14C) in
level 198, to be dated

to the seventh century B.c.27 The ware

is brown, with

a

binder of chopped straw and grits.The vessel iswell fired and hand-shaped;
v?

. 9. Fig. 1:5 (1934
See above,
287.
No.
season)?Cat.
No.
this bowl was found is parallel
to
104; the context in which
season)?Cat.
Fig. 1:10 (1934
at Tell Qasile.
1:11
level X
No.
84. Ths
second bowl comes from a
Fig.
season)?Cat.
(1934
24

to XII.
context parallel
to Tell Qasile
levels X
See also below, n. 39, last reference.
25
Ain
E.
Grant:
Shems
Excavations,
II,
1932, p. 27 and Pl. XXXI:28.
Cf.
Haverford,
III in the above report is later referred to as level IIa in the final report, and
designated

The

level

is assigned

to 1000-950 B.c. Cf. also ibid., V, pp. 15, 134.
*
This
is now at the Archaeological
bowl
Institute
I have
to thank Prof. Kathleen
in London;
to
for
her
kind
draw
and
as a lid in
The
was
bowl
it.
Kenyon
permission
photograph
published
W. M. F. Petrie: Gerar, London,
BO
1928, p. 22 and Pl. LXI:98M,
198; see also J. G. Duncan:

Corpus of Palestinian Pottery,London, 1930, 98M; BO 198.
27

For the dating of locus BO
in level 197-198, see Petrie, op. cit. (above, n. 26), PI. LX:87d;
this
I period
700
jug is from a group of 'White Painted Ware V
vessels, from the Cypro-Archaic
(c.
on this jug and the problems
For a detailed
600 B.c.).
discussion
of its dating, see E. Gjerstad:

The Swedish CyprusExpedition, IV, 2, Stockholm,1948, p. 425.
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the base

is flat and uneven on its underside. The
a

and each bears

made,

single deep

and

are crudely
The group

two interior handles

several

shallow

grooves.

of threegrooves on the rim is of importancein that it throws light on the
use of thesevessels
a
(see below, p. 107). This bowl resemblesmost closely
spinning-bowlfromKahun (see below, p. 106) and the stone bowls from
Lisht (PI. 15A, B).

IN EGYPT

FOUND

SPINNING-BOWLS

The oldest examples of spinning-bowlsfromEgyptwere found in the excava
tions at Abu Ghalib (in the northernDelta, some 80 km. fromCairo) and
at Kahun (in the Fayyum), both contexts dating from the 12th dynasty.
At Abu Ghalib28 one completevessel (Fig. 3:1) and fragmentsof another,
were
type,
the grooves

the same

of

is crude and

of the interior handles
workmanship
on the undersides are
Of the many found at
deep.

found.29 The

Kahun, the only spinning-bowl30
published to date has almost straightsides
and a wide, flatbase. The interiorhandles stretchfrom thewalls of thevessel

to the bottom,without being joined. Petrie emphasizes the similarityof these
bowls to the large group of stone bowls also found at Kahun. According to
the stone bowls

him,

are very crudely cut; they have

two interior handles,

stone bowls

and, as noted

or

occasionally only one, like the spinning-bowlsfromTell Jerisheh (Fig. 1:10,
an imitationof these
11). The spinning-bowlfromKahun is,without doubt,
flat-based,

straight-sided, wide,

(PI.

15A,
B)

above,

is quite similar in shape to thebowl fromTell Jemmeh.
The most

was found at el
from
of spinning-bowls
Egypt
entire group dates from the time of Akhnaton
(Fig. 3:2-4, 6).32

extensive

Amarna.31 The

group

were foundwithin the city itself,33
Spinning-bowlsof both potteryand stone
and

in the workers'

to the east. Here,

village

M

in the workers'

?ber die Schwedischen
Larsen: Vorbericht
Grabungen
Hjalmar
Altertumskunde
Instituts
Deutschen
des
f?r ?gyptische
lungen

in Abu

Ghalib

in Kairo

30
W.

n

T.

M.
E.

XLVIII,

F. Petrie:
Peet

Kahun,

and C.

pottery

type XIII.

and Hawara,

Gurob,

L. Woolley:
The

City of Akhenaton,
in Fig. 3 are: No.
bowls

and No. 6-XIII/46.
XIII/79,
n
of the pottery
In the description
are
Stone
mentioned.
spinning-bowls
are not

illustrated.

See

also

below,

London,

The

from

the houses

spinning-bowls

1936/37,

1890, p. 25 and Pl. XIII:
I, London,

1923,

2-XIII/20,

No.

to

58.
137,

pp.61,
3-

Mittei

referred

(henceforth

asMDIK)
10 (1941), pp. 30, 31.
"
MDIK 6, PI. 21 b.

only

quarters,

and PI.

4
/1001, No.
"
Ibid., p. 136.

within
the town (ibid., pp.21,
from these same houses, mentioned

n. 34.
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a red or
potterybowls were found.34They are well fired and often have
yellowish slip.The walls are rounded, and the rimsvary?flat (4), carinated
are generallyflat (2-4), although
(2), sharp (6), and thickened(3). The bases
there is one ring-base

(6).

The workers'

village

at Deir

el-Medineh35

(dating

fromthe 19th-20thdynasties)yielded a largegroup of spinning-bowls(Fig. 3:5,
7, 8), none of which is complete (the restorationof the rims in thedrawings
is based on examples from el Amarna). Nagel states that the firing of
these bowls

is superior

to that of the other bowls

of the same context. Their

bases are of threetypes:flat (Fig. 3:1, 2, 3, 4, 7), ring (Fig. 3:5), and ringwith
a thickeningin thecentre (Fig. 3:6, 8). The dominant typeof bowl has a pair
of interiorhandles grooved on theirundersides (e. g. Fig. 3:1). An additional

typewithin thegroup has three interiorhandles (Fig. 3:5, 7). A spinning
bowl of gypsum is tobe included in thisgroup. Its base is flat,theworkmanship
crude.The three interiorhandles, however, are quite finelywrought (only the
middle handle of the three is completelypreserved) .36It is difficultto outline
theoriginal shape of the bowl, though it is probably to be restoredon the
from
pattern of the two spinning-bowlsof gypsum found at Lisht,37dating
the20th-21stdynasties.One of the two (PI. 15B) was found complete, itsfinish
fine and quite even. The two interiorhandles stretchfrom thewalls to the
bottom,without being joined.The other bowl (PL 15A), which was not pre
servedcomplete,is less finelywrought.The handles, quite crudelyformed,are
attached to thewalls and joined in themiddle. The grooves on theundersides
of both

of the handles

are

to use, for gypsum

is due

bowls. This

these vessels

deeper
is much

than is usual

on such ceramic

softer than pottery and wears

more easily.

fromPalestine and Egypt,
Upon surveyingthevarious typesof spinning-bowls
evident

it becomes

*l

the workers'

Ibid., p. 61. In
use of these bowls,
which,

according
were

of weaving
a
G. Nagel:
152-155,
M8.
*

that:?

to them, were

used

the
spinning-bowls were found. In discussing
in stone from the town (see above, n. 33),
In the houses of the workers'
village, many traces

only pottery

mention

identical bowls

in spinning.

found.

La C?ramique

and Pl. XI,

1922 M7,

village,

the excavators

and

Empire ? Deh
For our Fig. 3, Nos

du Nouvel

Type XVI.
1922 M9,

respectively.

el-Medineh,

I, Le Caire,

1938, pp.

183-188,

Figs.

5, 7, and 8, see ibid., Pl. XI, Type XVI?1922
M
Ibid., p. 185, Fig. 154.

from thejMetropolitan
of these two stone bowls,
Photographs
of the Museum
here with the kind permission
Lisht, are published

Museum

of Art

excavations

Trustees.
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were in use in Palestine
from the Late Bronze Age to the
(a) these bowls
in Egypt, spinning-bowls are found from the 12th
seventh century b.c. However,

dynasty(Abu Ghalib and Kahun), but theydisappear during the 21st dynasty
use in Egypt before theirappearance in
(Deir el-Medineh). The fact of their
Palestine indicatesan Egyptian origin; only relativelylate in theirhistorydid
part of the local ceramic ware;

to become

they reach Palestine,

are closely related
(b) typologically,the spinning-bowlsfound in Palestine
were
in use, no basic
to those fromEgypt. In thewhole period inwhich they
were made; this is the resultof thevery specificuse to
changes or refinements
which

they

were

variations were

put. The minor

generally

determined

by the

currentstyle (for a specificperiod) as found at each site.The bowls fromTell

are not usual,
in pottery of stone
Jemmeh and Kahun
being merely imitations
such bowls do appear side-by-side with ceramic examples, as at
spinning-bowls;
Kahun

and el-Amarna.

The number of interiorhandles, which determines the use of the bowls, is
not constant;

the dominant

type has

two. The

lie on one axis and are

handles

usually joined,giving themadded strength(see e.g. Figs. 1:3-7; 2:2-4; 3:2-4).
Occasionally, thehandles are not joinedor thereis an actual gap between them;
this occurs both in stone and in pottery (e.g. Fig. 2:1). The single-handled
type is quite rare (in pottery,at Tell Jerishe,and in stone,atKahun). Bowls
with threeinteriorhandles, joined and on a single axis,both in stoneand inpot
so far only at Deir
el-Medineh.
tery, have been found
four interior handles, arranged in two parallel pairs,

with
spinning-bowl,
is
found at Beth-Shean,
A

unique (Fig. 1:12).
of

use

the

spinning-bowls

Many theorieshave been proposed as to the use of thesebowls; it has been
that they are

suggested
u

Peet

and Woolley

consider

and
lamps,38 lids,39

the possibility

spinning-bowls.40

that these bowls were

used

as lamps;

The

first two

see op. cit. (above,

p. 137.

n.31),
M
Macalister

as lids (see above, n. 1); Fitzgerald
defined such bowls from Gezer
(see above, n. 7)
for lids. For a much
and depth are not suitable
out that their diameter
this, pointing
disputes
later (seventh century B.c.
bowl, which may truly be a lid, see W. M. F. Petrie:
?) single-handle
124.
XXXIII:
Pl.
1905,
Ehnasya, London,
40
that these bowls were used in spinning.
Peet and Woolley
(see above, n. 31) note the possibility
found in Egypt were
handles
out
with
interior
intended for
that the bowls
Mrs. Crowfoot
points
use

as spinning-bowls,

though,

according

to her,

'clinching

evidence'

for this is lacking.

(See Grace

M. Crowfoot:Methods of Hand Spinning in Egypt and Sudan, Halifax, 1931, p. 27.) Nagel
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or the grooves
on their
the interior Handles,
explain
grooves were brought about by the continous friction of the

not

threadsstrungthroughthehandles.This detail, aswell as otherspeculiar to this
typeof bowl, can be explained onlyby the theorythat thevessels are spinning
bowls. To ascertain theprecise use of thesebowls within the spinningprocess,

we must

turn to certain
Egyptian wooden

and

models

tomb-paintings,

which

are themain source for any studyof
spinningandweaving inEgypt and, indi
rectly, in Palestine

in ancient

times.

The relevantwall-paintings are found in the tombs of Beket, Kheti, and

Khnum-hetep

thatofDaga

From

at Beni Hasan,

in the tomb of
Thuti-hetep

at el-Bersheh,

in

and

atThebes. All these tombsdate from the 12thEgyptian dynasty.

the 18th dynasty, we

have

only

one

scene, in a wall-painting

spinning

from the tombof Thuti-neferat Thebes. Equally interestingare threewooden
models of spinningand weaving workshops. The largest and best-preserved
comes

from the tomb of Meket-Re*

at Thebes,

dating

from the 11th dynasty.

A second smallermodel was foundnearGergeh (upper Egypt) and stylistically
is to be dated to the 12 thdynasty.The thirdmodel, the smallestof the three,
comes from the tombs at Beni Hasan
We

shall now proceed

and dates from the llth-12th

to reconstruct the
spinning process,

dynasties.
and the particular

uses and types of spinning-bowlsthrough their depiction in wall-paintings
and models.

The wall-painting in the tomb of Kheti41 (Fig. 4) shows the threemain
spinningtechniquesused in ancientEgypt;42these,with variations,appear in all
the

spinning
those making

scenes with which we

shall deal. The

three main

techniques

are

use of:?

(1) the suspended spindle (Fig. 4, left) : the spinnerdraws the threadfrom
thecoil beforehim;
:
(2) the supported spindle (Fig. 4, middle) the spinnerdraws the thread
a
from bowl standingbeforehim and rolls the spindleon his thigh;
deals
calls
(see

extensively with these bowls and their identification as spinning-bowls
(see above, n. 35). He
them fmouilloirs'?moistening
threads being spun
bowls, after the bowls used today for wetting
Larsen
in addition,
also below, n. 42).
follows him (see above, n. 28), mentioning,
several

from Palestinian
excavations.
examples
4t
Beni Hasan,
P. E. Newberry:
II, London,

1893, Pl. XIII.

foot, op. cit. (above, n. 40), pp. 15, 24, and Fig. 3.
43
see Grace M. Crowfoot,
For ancient spinning techniques,
Technology,

I, Oxford,

1954,

For

an accurate

apud

C.

Singer,

description,
edit.:

see Crow

A History

ppAlA-Al^.
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the spinnerdraws the thread,
(3) the grasped spindle (Fig. 4, right):
which issues from a bowl before him, througha forked stickand down to a
hands. This techniquegenerally shows the
spindlewhich is revolvedwith both
doubling

of several

threads into one.43

The followingpoints are of special interesttous:?

in the tomb of Kheti

Fig. 4. Wall-painting

at Beni

Hasan

showing

different

spinning

techniques.

of the bowls is schematic,and it is thereforeextremely
(a) The depiction
walls and the
difficultto identifythe typesintendedby the artist.The straight
of thebowls fromKahun (see above, p. 101), though
flatbases are reminiscent
differ.

the proportions

one strand is being drawn
(b) In the supported spindle technique,only
from thebowl in this scene. It is possible that this is the case of a bowl with a
single

interior handle.

In the tombof Thuti-hetep at el-Bersheh,threespinnersare depicted (Fig.
a threadfrom a bowl behind her.45The left-handspinner
5),44 each drawing
is standing on a raised platform, enabling her to spin as long a thread as
sits anotherwoman who prepares the threads
possible. Behind each spinner
43

See Crowfoot,

p. 19: 'The doubling
op. cit. (above, n. 40),
sometimes from one ball of two threads wound

cf single

thread,

is usually

moistened

before

doubling.

op. at.
(above, n. 35), p. 188.
44
to Crowfoot,
according
Drawing

See

also

Larsen,

op. cit. (above,
El Bersbe,
1894-95, p. 35, Pl. XXVI.
I, London,
45
In the portion of the wall-painting
given in Fig.

op.

n. 40),

cit.

is sometimes

done

from

two balls

yarn
loosely together; the wooden
(above, n. 28), p. 31 and Nagel,

p. 23, Fig.

6. See

5, only two spinners

also

P. E. Newberry:

are shown.
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froma ball of stuffbefore her. The upper of the two 'preparers'on the left
holds the end of the threadwhich issues from the bundle, and the thread
appears to runfromtheball into thebowl and thenceup to the spinnerand her
spindle.48 The

second

spinner

is

pulling

on a thread evidently

a
issuing from

ball within her bowl. The followingpoints are to be noted:?
(a) The bowls in this scene are relativelydeep and have roundedwalls.
They are similarto theusual potteryspinning-bowls.
an angle, so that theyrub the
(b) The threadsare drawn from thebowls at
rims,seeminglyformingoblique grooves similarto thoseon thebowl fromTell
Jemmeh(Fig. 1:7).

Fig.

in the tomb of Thuti-hetep

5. Wall-painting

at el-Bersheh

showing

'preparer?

and

spinners.

are: 1. the normal method; 2. a
(c) The two techniqueshere involved
or
rove
is left outside the bowl and only the
variation, inwhich the ball
thread being

spun runs into and again out of the bowl.

One of themost pleasing spinning-scenesis in the tomb of Khnum-hetep

at Beni Hasan

In this scene, a young woman
(Pl. 15C).47
are
two threads
drawn from two bowls

two
spinning with
her.
standing before
is

spindles. The
>a container for
we see two modes
of use of the
Again,
spinning-bowl?as
the ball or rove, and as a means of providing tension on the thread as it passes

from the ball or rove outside the bowl. Three points here are important:?
The left-handone has concave
(1) The twobowls differin shape and colour.
walls and a wide, flatbase and is colouredwhite; in this itclosely resemblesthe
48

checking

n. 40),

p. 24, who states that the 'preparer' passes the thread through
it; this, however, does not appear in the scene; it seems that she is merely
the thread before it passes on to the rove and thence on through the bowl containing water.

See Crowfoot,

her mouth

op. cit. (above,

to moisten

4T
The photograph is published with the kind permission of the Trustees of theMetropolitan

Museum

of Art, New

York.

See Crowfoot,

op. cit. (above,

n. 40),

pp. 26, 30.
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bowls of stone (PL 15A, B). The otherbowl has roundedwalls and is painted
red.The shape and colouring are reminiscentof the pottery
spinning-bowls.

Above

(at Kahun,

el-Amarna,

and Deir

we

el-Medineh),

have

seen

potter)

spinning-bowlsfound alongside stone ones. From the scene in the tomb of
Khnum-hetep,

we

see that both

types

were

used

at one and

the same

time.

(2) The use here of the spinning-bowlscorresponds to the twomethods
distinguishedabove in the tombof Thuti-hetep.The potterybowls contained
theball or rove,while the stonebowls were used for tension,theball or rove

being placed outside.
(3) In theKhnum-hetep scene,doubling isquite apparent.
The wall-painting in the tombof Daga48 ismostly effaced,though still of
great value to our discussion (Fig. 6). The spinner is working with two
spindles; theone is hanging fromher lefthand,while she turnsthe secondon
her thigh.Both threadsare drawn from a single bowl behind her. The fol
lowing points

are noteworthy:?

I
Fig. 6. Wall-painting

*

. de Garis
.

40),

Davies:

at Thebes
in the tomb of Daga
a
two-handled
using
spinning-bowl.

Five Theban

Tombs,

showing

1913, p. 34 and Pl. XXXVII;

spinner

Crowfoot,

op. cit. (above,

pp. 22-23.
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are being drawn fromone
(a) The two threads,definitelydistinguishable,

bowl. From

this we may

type, each thread passing

is of the two-handled

surmise that the spinning-bowl
a
through
separate handle.

stonebowl depicted in the
(b) The formof thebowl is closest to thatof the

tomb of Khnum-hetep.

A relativelycomplex spinning technique is shown in the tomb of Thuti
nefer49(18th dynasty).Depicted here is an entirespinningandweaving estab
lishment,located in the cellar of Thuti-nefer'shouse (Fig. 7). To the leftof
the pillar sits a spinnerwith a spinning-bowlbefore her. Two (or three?)
threads are being drawn upwards

from it, through two rings above. These

rings

make possible a longer spin, like the split stickshown in the scene in the tomb
ofKheti (Fig. 4, right).The threadsdescend fromtheringsto the two spindles
The woman is spinningone spindlewith both hands?a method that indicates
doubling (see above, p. 106, n. 43); this is also evident from the two threads
us
descending to theother spindle,which hangs inmid-air. This scene shows
that:?

in the tomb of Thuti-nefer

Fig. 7. Wall-painting

showing

spinning

and weaving

establishment.

(a) the bowl, which is not deep and has curvedwalls, is verymuch like
potteryspinning-bowls(e.g. Fig. 3:3);
49
New

. de Garis
York,

Davies:

The

1929, p. 234

Town

and Fig.

House

in Ancient

la; Crowfoot,

op.

Egypt, Metropolitan
cit. (above, n. 40),

Museum
pp.

Studies,

14-16.
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(b) the bowl has two interiorhandles, as is indicatedby the two double
threadsbeing drawn from it;without two such handles, the threadswould
become hopelessly entangled,being strungso close together.
The wooden model from the tombofMeket-Re at Thebes (PI. 16A)50was
found quite intact,despite the delicacy of the threads.The model shows, in
amazing

detail, each

stage of the process:

preparing

the threads, spinning, and

finallyweaving. Three women, sittingalong thewall, are engaged inpreparing
the threadsfor spinning.Before each is a pile of raw fibreswhich theyform
into roves,

later rolled

into balls. The

next

stage

is the actual

spinning

and

twiningof threeroves intoone thread.Evidently threeballs have been placed
These bowls taper
in each spinning-bowl,
which stands to the side of its spinner.
downwards, theirwalls being verygentlycurved (Fig. 8). They are painted red

Fig. 8. Drawing

of spinning-bowl

from the wooden
(see

w

PI.

model

found

in the tomb of Meket-Re'

at Thebes

16A).

H. E.Winlock: Models ofDaily Life inAncient Egypt fromtheTomb ofMeket-Re* at Thebes,

Harvard,

1955, p. 30, Figs.

of the Trustees

25-27,
of the Metropolitan

66, and 67. The
Museum

photograph

of Art, New

is published

with

the kind permission

York.
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outside

and white

on

top. Three

threads issue from each through a small hole

a
on .topto a set of two
spindlesheld by the spinner,each in differenthand.
to our discussion

Important

are the
following

points:?

(a) In formand colour thesebowls most closely resemble thepotterybowls
shown in the tombof Khnum-hetep (Pl. 15C).

(b) From the threethreads issuingfromeach bowl, itmay be inferredthat
a three-handled
bowl is intendedhere (cf.Deir el-Medineh?Fig. 3:5, 7).
In a restored
model found atGergeh51 (12 thdynasty?see PL 16 ), a small
weaving shop is shown.The spinner isworkingwith one spindle, drawing a
single threadfroma cylindricalbowl. Two otherbowls of the same typewere
with thismodel.
found together
In a smallermodel fromTomb 575 atBeniHasan52 (llth-12th dynasties),the
which the thread
from
spinnerisworkingwith two spindles.The spinning-bowl,
issues, stands behind her.

The bowls in these last twomodels are extremelycrude, and little is to be
learnedas to the typesintendedby theirmakers. They are somewhat similar to
thosedepicted in the tombofKheti.
CONCLUSION
the
found
examining
Upon
spinning-bowls
we
and in wooden models,
observe that:?

in excavations,

in

wall-paintings,

(1) the twomajor typesof spinning-bowls(rounded and straightwalls)
found in thewall-paintings correspondto actual examples found in excavations
inPalestine and Egypt;
were used side by side, at one and the
(2) potteryand stone spinning-bowls
same time;

or
three) drawn from the
(3) the varyingnumber of threads (one, two,
bowls in thewall-paintings andmodels indicatesthenumberof handleswithin
the bowls.

11
This model

is on display

at theMetropolitan

Museum

of Art, New

York.

It is restored

in part?

the threadsare modern. The photograph is publishedwith the kind permissionof theMuseum
Trustees.
M
J. Garstang:

Burial Customs
and Fig. 131; Crow
1907, pp. 132-133
of Ancient Egypt, London,
n.
In
the
in
cit.
17.
foot, op.
Garstang's
photograph
40), p. 26, Fig.
appearing
(above,
publication,
a spinning-bowl
the spinner; Mrs.
is to be seen behind
Crowfoot
points out that this bowl was
subsequently

lost and,

therefore, does not appear

in the illustration

given

in her booklet.
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used as:?

(a) containersfor theballs or rovesbeing spun or the threadsbeing twined;
(b)

containers where

the threads were wetted

or, more

generally,

twined.

The excellentfiringof thesebowlsmade them
waterproof.
The interiorhandles, throughwhich passed the threads (or roves) being
spun, served:?

(a) to secure theball when placed within thebowl;
more than one ball placed
(b) to prevent entanglementof the threadsof
in the samebowl;
(c) toplace tensionupon the threadsbeing spun (whether theball of thread
was insideor outside the
bowl).
In the lightof theclose connectionbetween thebowls depicted in theEgyptian
models

and wall-paintings

and the bowls

themselves

found

in the excavations,

thedetailed examinationof thismaterial yieldsmuch useful informationon the
spinningprocesses used in Palestine from theLate Bronze Age to the seventh

century B. c. Direct
so far.

illustrative material

on

these processes

is wholly
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A: Model

B: Model

from the tomb of Meket-R?',

from a tomb at Gergeh,

Upper

Thebes.

Egypt.
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